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We are a community of Jesus followers who love God, love one another and make disciples.
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ol Jesus Welcomes Children To Come To Him 
“The Friend of Little Children”
(page 256 in the Jesus Storybook Bible) 

Intro Activity: Red Light—Green Light 
Supplies needed: Stop & Go signs, if desired  
One person is chosen to be ‘It’ (the traffic light) and he/she stands a good distance away while the 
other players stand in a line facing “It”.
With their back turned, “It” calls ‘Green Light,’ the other players move towards him until he 
spins around, calling ‘Red Light.’ When they hear the red light command the other players must 
freeze on the spot. Any child seen moving must return to the starting line. The children must 
remain frozen until the next ‘Green Light’ command is given. (OR, “It” can stay facing forward 
and simply use the “Stop” and “Go” signs as the commands, and anyone moving after “Stop” is 
shown has to go back.)
Play continues in this manner until someone reaches and tags It. The tagger becomes the new “It”, 
and the game begins again.
SAY: The game is fun, but it can be hard to stop sometimes, can’t it? How do you feel when 
Mom or Dad asks you to stop doing something you want to? Or if someone tells you can’t go 
somewhere that you want to go? Today we are going to read about a time when some children 
wanted to see Jesus, and how they heard both “Stop” and “Go”. Let’s see what happens.

Bible Story:  
Take out the Jesus Storybook Bible and read “The Friend of Little Children” on page 256.
Discussion: 
SAY:  “Jesus wanted the disciples to trust him the way the children trusted him. I’m going to say 

some things about the disciples and about the children. Some of the things I say will be true 
and some will not be true. If what I say is true, stand up and raise both your hands in the air. 
If what I say is not true, then curl up into a ball. Ready?”

STATEMENT  ANSWER
The disciples argued about who had the best beard. NOT TRUE
The disciples argued about who was the most important. TRUE
The disciples had to do something special for Jesus to love them. NOT TRUE
The disciples understood that God’s love is a gift. NOT TRUE
God’s love is a gift. TRUE
The disciples welcomed the children who came to see Jesus. NOT TRUE
Jesus always had time for the children. TRUE
The children knew they did not have to do anything special for Jesus to love them. TRUE
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ol Activity: Draw A Picture for a Friend or Friends
Say: It is wonderful to know that Jesus always makes time to be with us and be our friend. 

Who are some are your favorite friends? It’s hard to be away from our friends, isn’t it? How would 
you feel if you got a surprise from your friend? Today let’s show our friends that we are thinking 
about them by drawing them a picture.

(You can drop off the picture or mail it if you are able. Feel free to get creative and make a video 
instead, or bake some cookies … anything you think will be a fun surprise for your friend!) 

Close in Prayer Together


